Directions to Columbus Center Back Parking Lot

- If using GPS, use the address for 711 Eastern Avenue, Baltimore, MD 21202.
- At the intersection of Eastern Avenue and President Street, you’ll come over the little bridge connecting the piers on Eastern Avenue and into the second lot on your right, which is directly next to our building and Pierce’s Park.
- Please park in the spot number that was reserved for you.
- Ring the buzzer at the loading dock and ask the guard for a hangtag for your car.

Directions from the South to Columbus Center Back Parking Lot
(Cut Around to avoid Pratt Street Delays)

- From Rt295, as you approach the Ravens Stadium, you will see a BP Gas Station on the right. At this point, merge over into the far right lane.
- At the traffic light for Hamburg Street, cut over so that you can make a right onto W Hamburg Street. Follow this through a residential/row house area (speed limit is 30—cops monitor this road) to the traffic light at S Hanover St and make a left onto S Hanover St.
- Next make a right onto E Henrietta St.
- Follow this to the traffic light at Light St and make a left onto Light St and continue straight until you hit Pratt St.
- Merge right onto Pratt St—the Columbus Center building is on right (with Columbus Center vertical sign and IMET Logo on the front), Coast Guard Boat alongside the building. Stay in the right lane, merging each time a new right lane appears (in other words, be in the far right lane the entire time you are on Pratt Street)
- Continue past building and make a right at the traffic light onto S Presidents St.
- Make a right at the traffic light onto Eastern Ave.
- Come over the little bridge and into the second lot on your right. The parking spaces are numbered on the ground in WHITE PAINT. (If you see yellow numbers, you’re in the wrong lot.) DO NOT GO IN THE PARKING GARAGE.
- Please park in the spot number that was reserved for you.
- Ring the buzzer at the loading dock and ask the guard for a hangtag for your car.